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ABSTRACT: A fundamental question in the field of polaritonic chemistry is whether
collective coupling implies local modifications of chemical properties scaling with the ensemble
size. Here we demonstrate from first-principles that an impurity present in a collectively
coupled chemical ensemble features such locally scaling modifications. In particular, we find
the formation of a novel dark state for a nitrogen dimer chain of variable size, whose local
chemical properties are altered considerably at the impurity due to its embedding in the
collectively coupled environment. Our simulations unify theoretical predictions from quantum
optical models (e.g., collective dark states and bright polaritonic branches) with the single
molecule quantum chemical perspective, which relies on the (quantized) redistribution of
charges leading to a local hybridization of light and matter. Moreover, our findings suggest that
recently developed ab initio methods for strong light-matter coupling are suitable to access
these local polaritonic effects and provide a detailed understanding of photon-modified
chemistry.

A multitude of fundamental experimental and theoretical
breakthroughs have transformed polaritonic chemistry into

a rapidly developing field over the past years.1−4 The selective
coupling of matter with photons in a cavity offers a broad range
of novel experimental applications to modify and control matter
properties on the nanoscale in an unprecedented way. For
example, single molecular optical and mechanical properties
could by tuned by strong coupling in an optical resonator at
cryogenic5,6 or even room temperature.7,8 Moreover, collective
strong coupling was employed to control reaction rates
experimentally,9,10 modify the critical temperature of super-
conductors,11 and actually reach Bose−Einstein condensation at
room temperature.12

Alongside this impressive experimental progress, a plethora of
theoretical models were developed to explain the experimental
results. Particularly successful were collective models that either
rely on a (classical) mean-field description (e.g., Lorentz,
Maxwell-Bloch)13,14 or collective quantum optical models,
which also account for the quantization of the electro-
magnetic-field (e.g., Tavis-Cummings or Dicke-model).15,16

The latter models usually consist of a very large number N of
identical matter subsystems that couple to the quantized cavity
photon field. Typically, the matter subsystems are only weakly
interacting and they are approximated by two energy levels. The
fundamental interpretation of these quantum optics models
suggests that the presence of the cavity leads to the formation of
bright, robust, collective quantum states, that is, polaritons,
which are accompanied by a reservoir of collective dark
states.15,17,18 Combining the models with characteristic
experimental data7,8,19 suggests that these polaritons extend to
a mesoscopic scale and they can persist even at room

temperature. Typically, disorder of the molecular system is
represented by a modification of the collective density of states
(DOS) in the polaritonic ensemble,20 whereas local molecular
observables effectively remain unaltered by the dressing of a
cavity.15,18 From this perspective, a perturbation of the
molecular system can either break the coherence of the
polaritons or the degeneracy of the dark states.20−24 Addition-
ally, originally bright, local, imperfections eventually turn dark
by means of photonic intensity transfer, which reduces for
example the broadening of the polaritonic spectra.20,25 There-
fore, in this picture, induced polaritonic effects are explained by
means of DOS reservoirs, which are then used to rationalize a
multitude of experimental results in polaritonic chemistry (e.g
relaxation dynamics, singlet-fission, energy-transfer).20,26,27

However, despite the success of these phenomenological
models, experimental observations suggest that they may not yet
capture all relevant aspects of polaritonic chemistry.28,29 In
particular, the quantum optics models contradict traditional
chemical intuition that chemistry is governed by local
modifications of matter properties (e.g., charge and excitation
transfers, conformational changes, etc.). In addition, considering
the tremendous challenges of creating macroscopic quantum
states at significant temperatures in other areas of physics,30 an
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explanation of the observed collective effects in terms of
quantized mesoscopic states remains controversial. One
possible explanation for these discrepancies between experiment
and theory may be attributed to the (over)-simplified matter
description of these collective quantum models, which is
necessary to make macroscopic N regimes computationally
accessible, but prohibits cavity induced local modifications of
matter. To address this issue, standard quantum optics models
were extended to incorporate feedback loops with standard
quantum-chemical methods, originally designed for molecular
systems in the absence of a cavity.31 Only very recently, rigorous
ab initio methods emerged,32−37 which allow to treat from first-
principles molecular systems and the quantized electromagnetic
field.38,39 On the basis of this theoretical progress, polaritonic
systems with real molecular constituents became within reach of
DFT,40−43 coupled cluster,44 or even exact level of theory.45

Because these approaches have been mainly applied to single
molecules coupled strongly to the quantized photon field, a
complementary perspective of polaritonic chemistry has
emerged. In contrast to the collective viewpoint, the collective
ensemble is interpreted as an effective medium locally enhancing
the coupling to the light field. A visualization of two extreme
theoretical viewpoints in polaritonic chemistry is given in Figure
1.
In the present work, we use such a novel ab initio method to

resolve this fundamental discrepancy between locally induced
polaritonic effects and modifications of the collective polaritonic
ensemble. For this purpose, we have designed a chain of nitrogen
dimers within a cavity, which is chosen to meet the collective
model assumptions as close as possible, but accessible with
quantum-electrodynamical density-functional theory
(QEDFT). With our simulations, we can confirm different
collective effects that are predicted by models (e.g., emergence
of bright polaritonic branches, (quasi)-degenerated dark states,
and photonic intensity transfer). However, when introducing a
small perturbation of the bond length in one of the dimers (e.g.,
due to the onset of a chemical reaction), we can demonstrate
from first-principles that collective coupling can indeed induce
strong local modifications of molecular systems in the proximity
of the (darkened) perturbation. This observation allows
researchers to embed local chemical modifications within the
collective coupling context of polaritonic chemistry and it
confirms that recently developed ab initio methods are suitable

to predict these locally induced modifications. Moreover, our
findings highlight that standard collective models do not yet
capture all relevant aspects of polaritonic chemistry.
To address the fundamental question of polaritonic

chemistry, that is, whether or not collective coupling imposes
major local changes in chemical systems, we align a chain of
nitrogen dimers in a cavity. To investigate collective effects, we
allow a variable chain length N and we choose a large spacing
(1.32 nm) between the dimers. The latter selection allows to
mimic the dilute gas limit of Dicke-type models as close as
possible in our ab initio setup since it avoids any overlap of the
electronic structures. This setting makes standard quantum
optics models directly applicable, which either model inter-
molecular forces by only dipole−dipole interactions or discard
them altogether by noninteracting molecules. Out of the N
dimers, we specifically perturbed the nuclear distance of one
central dimer, which introduces an impurity in our chain. This
localized impurity gives access to potential local scaling effects
arising from collective strong coupling of the cavity tuned on
resonance with N − 1 unperturbed dimers (see Supporting
Information (SI) for homogeneous chains). Naturally, it is
reasonable to assume impurities in a real chemical system.
Typically, they may arise from thermal fluctuations in a
homogeneous setup (in our case the bond length of one
dimer) or they are already predetermined by the inclusion of a
solute in a homogeneous solvent environment.
For the fundamental quantum mechanical description of

light−matter interaction in a cavity, our simulations are based on
the Pauli-Fierz (PF) Hamiltonian in the long-wavelength limit.
It assumes the following form for one cavity mode in dipole
approximation with atomic units:32,46
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where the Born−Oppenheimer approximation was employed
for the nuclear degrees of freedom. The usual momentum and
position operators of the electrons k are p̂k, rk̂. The external
potential of the nuclei is given by Vext, and R̂ = −∑krk̂
corresponds to the electronic dipole operator. Quantization of

Figure 1. Sketch of different extreme theoretical views on the polaritonic dressing of a homogeneous ensemble of N molecules (blue) including one
perturbation (red). Left: Uncoupled ensemble with different individual molecular excitations (indicated by arrows between the different ground an
excited states).Middle: The extreme quantum optic perspective, which assumes the emergence of one collective macromolecule (olive) induced by the
interaction with the cavity photons (cavity indicated by purple lines), whose Rabi splittingΩR scales with N . Any perturbations are suppressed and
considered dark (black). Right: The opposing single-molecule ab initio quantum chemical perspective tries to explain polaritonic effects by strong local
modifications of single molecular properties only. Typically, they are induced solely by a coupling parameter λ, which is determined by the collective
environment.
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light is described by the displacement coordinate q̂ and its
conjugate momentum operator p̂, with associated mode

frequency ωc and coupling e
V z
4λ = π , which determines the

transversal light-matter interaction for a cavity with an effective
mode volume V. To solve the stationary eigenvalue problem of
the PF Hamiltonian numerically, we rely on its reformulation in
the QEDFT framework.32 More specifically we use the light-
matter linear response framework introduced in ref 41. It gives
access to spatially resolved (r) electronic transition densities
ρ0j(r) = δr, r’⟨j|ρ̂(r, r

’)|0⟩, for an excitation frequency ωj with
eigenfunction |j⟩ of our cavity dressed system.47 The reduced
one-particle density matrix operator is defined as ρ̂. On the basis
of the transition densities, one has access to local observables
such as transition dipole moments z0j

i = Tr(zρ0j) or oscillator
strengths f 0j

zi of dimer i along z due to Fermi’s golden rule (see ref
41).
Our simulations of the perturbed chain can reproduce the

typical collective observables also captured by collective models.
An overview of the main results is given in Figure 2, which is
supported by detailed spectral data in the Supporting
Information. They reveal the formation of three different
polaritonic branches (lower, middle, upper) in the vicinity of the
cavity resonance energy, which are accompanied by (almost)
degenerate dark states (see Figure 3). The appearance of a
distinguishable middle and lower polaritonic state is caused by
the specific choice of our perturbed dimer. It is designed to have
its first uncoupled resonance ℏωp = 13.206 eV just below the
unperturbed dimer resonance at ℏωu = 13.309 eV. Depending
on themagnitude of the Rabi split with respect toΔω =ωu−ωp,
three different coupling regimes {I,II,III} can be assigned for the
lower and middle polariton (see Figure 2):

(I) The Rabi splitting defined by the bright upper and middle
polaritonic branch is too small to reach significant
energetic overlap with our perturbation. Therefore, the
perturbed excitation is energetically well separated from
any collective effects. This implies that the chemistry at
the (excited) perturbation is accessible with standard
quantum chemical methods (e.g., DFT), whereas stand-
ard quantum optical models will be directly applicable to
the dressed dimers.

(II) The Rabi splitting reaches considerable overlap with our
perturbation. Avoided crossing betweenmiddle and lower
polariton affects frequency and magnitude of their global

spectral properties. Collective effects start to influence
local chemical properties of the perturbation, and in
principle a fully coupled ab initio description of the entire
ensemble would be required (e.g., QEDFT). This regime
will be the main focus of the present article.

(III) The Rabi energy split is considerably larger than Δω,
which effectively darkens the middle polariton branch and
faints the upper polaritonic branch of our setup.
Therefore, in regime III only one bright collective
polaritonic state (lower) survives, with intermediate
dark and relatively faint upper polaritonic branches.
From a spectral point of view, one might expect that
standard quantum optics models are suitable again to
describe this regime with only two relevant polaritonic
branches (lower, upper).

However, the aforementioned global spectral view on our
system does not tell the whole story. The calculated transition
densities give access to the local scaling behavior of the
molecular charge distribution dressed in a cavity. For example,
Figure 4 demonstrates for the middle polariton that the local
transition density of the perturbed dimer effectively scales up
with increasing number of unperturbed dimers, while the
converse is true for the N − 1 unperturbed dimers. This

Figure 2. Left: Illustration of perturbed (red) nitrogen dimer chain of variable size with respect to the unperturbed dimers (blue). The polarization
direction of the cavity mode in z-direction is indicated by λ. Middle: Sketch of the energy splitting into collective upper, middle, and lower polaritonic
branches with respect to different coupling strengths g. Dark states are visualized in black. The color indicates the mainly contributing dimers and the
brightness relates to the oscillator strenghts of the underlying absorption spectra. Right: Potential transition dipole zoj alignment patterns for branch Ej.
Double arrows indicate a sign flip of the local transition dipole, which can occur at a certain coupling strength.

Figure 3. Lorentz-broadened collective spectra in coupling regime II (λ
= 0.005), which is derived from the z-contribution of the oscillator
strength f 0j

zi, that is, with respect to the polarization of the cavity. The
formation of different polaritonic branches (separated by vertical black
bars) can be observed with respect to different chain lengths N. From
left to right: lower, middle, dark, and upper polaritonic branch.
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enhancement of local charge redistributions implies that here
the chemical properties of the perturbed dimer are effectively
modified on a local scale, whereas spectroscopically the middle
polaritonic branch darkens (regime III in the SI). Indeed, the
local (up)-scaling at the perturbation can be measured in terms
of transition dipole moments (see Figure 5) across all three
coupling regimes in our simulations (Figure S9 in Supporting
Information). In regime I, it may still be considered negligibly
small, but once sufficient energetic overlap between middle and
lower polariton is reached, local chemical properties can be
affected substantially. Moreover, the collectively induced local
modifications even persist in regime III, where the middle
polariton turns dark. From this, we conclude that a novel dark
state is induced by local perturbations, which has locally

modified chemical properties due to the collective strong
coupling. Notice that the darkening of the middle polariton in
our setting arises from increasing collective cancellation effects
between the defect and the unperturbed dimers, which goes
beyond similar investigations using model approaches.48−50

To rephrase, we discovered that local perturbations can
impose locally opposite scaling behavior than predicted from
impurity free quantum optics models, which typically claim the
absence of any local modifications. Therefore, our results imply
that local chemical properties are modified by the fact that the
perturbation is embedded in the collective state. This
observation does not contradict collective predictions from
phenomenological models, though indeed it unifies the
collective perspective predominant in the polaritonic physics

Figure 4. Globally (left column) and locally resolved transition densities projected onto the z-axis for different chain lengths N in coupling regime II.
For each of the four energy windows (rows), integrated quantities are displayed, except for the dark states. The integration cleans the data and
contributes only very little to the overall results, except for N = 7, that is, in the vicinity of the observed splitting of the upper polaritonic branch.
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community with the spatially resolved view of traditional
chemistry as we will show subsequently.
Notice that the scaling of the transition dipole moments in

Figure 5 reveals an interesting feature in the upper polaritonic
branch of our nitrogen chain, as there is a sudden decay atN = 7
in coupling regime II. The reason for this observation is the
specific transition density distribution of the nitrogen dimers,
which have a locally decreasing transition dipole moment z0j
with respect to the coupling strength. In principle, z0j would
vanish at a certain point. However, a more refined look at our
results reveals that the upper polariton is indeed split into two
energetically close subbranches, with opposite sign for the
underlying dipole transition elements (see Figure S8 in
Supporting Information). Entering into this splitting regime
may trigger a multitude of collective physical effects, which will
be subject of future research.
An especially instructive case is given byN = 5 for regime II in

Figure 6. Here we see the locally projected transition densities of
each individual dimer with respect to the z-axis for all three

polaritonic branches as well as for the dark states. It nicely
illustrates the relative orientation of the local transition dipole
moments with respect to each other for the different polaritonic
branches, resulting in their respective ordering in energy space
(see also Figure 2). Furthermore, this figure illustrates that
boundary effects do not hamper our results for the chosen setup
and that for a given number of dimers, all unperturbed dimers
behave identically. This property is crucial for the generalization
of our results with respect to collective coupling. Clearly, our ab
initio calculations are restricted to relatively few dimers only,
while phenomenological models do not have this limitations.
However, due to the absence of any finite size effects in our small
ensemble, we deduce that we can in principle extrapolate to
arbitrary chain lengths in the vicinity of a perturbation, that is, by
a suitable choice of λ and a relatively small number of explicitly
simulated dimers (see Figure S10 in Supporting Information).
This makes the working assumption of current ab initio
simulations reasonable that collective strong coupling can be
approximated by local strong coupling. However, the accurate
approximation of the local transition densities in all polaritonic
branches at once remains an open question. If possible, it may
require careful parameter tuning, which becomes particularly
relevant for defects if one leaves our dilute gas limit, and enters
chemically more realistic regimes, where electron-overlap starts
to play a significant role.
To our knowledge, our simulations also contain the first ab

initio description of collective dark states in polaritonic
chemistry. As can be seen in Figure 6 for N = 5, the four
unperturbed local transition dipole moments antialign in three
different patterns along the chain (x-axis), with zero net
transition dipole moment, which collectively makes them dark
(see Figure 2). However, at the same time, the three
distinguishable dark state pattern effectively induce small local
changes in the dipole transition densities, which lifts the
degeneracy of the collective dark states in our fully interacting ab
initio perspective. This in turn means that collective dark states
not only affect the DOS of the collective ensemble but also local
chemical properties can indeed be modified by different dark
state alignment patterns. Notice that this property remains
preserved for all simulations of collective dark states, which
consist of an even number of unperturbed dimers, that is, when
the local transition dipole moments can cancel each other
exactly without finite size effects (see, e.g., Figure S11 for N = 7
in the Supporting Information). Consequently, collective dark
state modified local chemical processes will be challenging to
describe with ab initio simulation methods due to their intrinsic
system size limitations. However, for the description of the
discovered dark states with induced local modifications at
defects, they are the method of choice.
In addition, our simulations also indicate the existence of

opposite local scaling behavior not only for dark but also for
bright states if the cavity is detuned. As shown in the Supporting
Information, setting the cavity in resonance with the perturbed
dimer, instead of the unperturbed ones, does not fundamentally
alter any qualitative prediction we made so far with one major
exception. It appears that under these conditions, locally
induced modifications of the electronic structure may start to
play a significant role not only for the darkened middle polariton
but also for the bright upper polaritonic branch (see Figure S17
in Supporting Information). Certainly, when strongly detuned
from any matter excitation: no collective Rabi splitting or local
modifications are observed.

Figure 5. Collective (yellow) and local transition dipole moment
scaling with respect to different chain lengthsN for the perturbed (red)
and unperturbed (blue) dimers in coupling regime II. Special casesN =
{1,2} are excluded for the sake of clarity (either does not include an
unperturbed dimer or no dark states can form). Opposing local scaling
behavior is indicated by blue and red lines in the middle polaritonic
branch. The vertical green line indicates the observed splitting of the
upper polaritonic branch, with locally canceling transition dipole
moments when building a superposition of both states. See SI for other
coupling regimes.
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In summary, we demonstrated by ab initio simulations that a
collective strong coupling induces strong local modifications in
polaritonic chemistry as soon as there is any impurity present in
the ensemble. Overall, our observation unifies predictions from
collective models in quantum optics (e.g., formation of global
dark states and different polaritonic branches) with the quantum
chemical perspective, which relies on local redistribution of
charges. This is in line with very recent, extensions of collective
models51,52 that also suggest local strong coupling for defects
that are induced by a weakly coupled collective molecular state.
However, the predicted emergence of a Rabi splitting at the
defect, linearly scaling with N, could not be confirmed for our
chosen ab initio setup of nitrogen dimers. It is characterized by
the complex interplay of the three polaritonic branches instead,
which leads to the emergence of a novel dark state when
increasing the collective coupling strength. However, coexisting
collective polaritonic properties remain qualitatively invariant.
These novel dark states feature the locally induced modifica-

tions, which arise from the embedding of molecular impurities in
a collective environment. These findings should not only apply
for the shown electronic transitions but also in the vibrational
regime. Whether or not this holds beyond the Born−
Oppenheimer approximation requires further investigations.53

From a practical perspective, our results suggest that the tuning
of a cavity to the solvent may be more efficient to alter (dilute)
solute properties than tuning it directly in resonance with the
solute. Moreover, our findings confirm that the recently
developed QEDFT method is suitable to access such local
polaritonic effects and it is a useful tool to better understand
experimental results, benchmark phenomenological models, and
to even design novel experimental approaches. Nevertheless,
alongside these benefits, the further improvement of existing
model approaches remains paramount since they provide a very
intuitive understanding of the relevant underlying mechanisms
of polaritonic chemistry.

Figure 6. Locally resolved transition densities of each dimer projected onto the z-axis forN = 5 and coupling regime II. For each of the three polaritonic
branches (lower, middle, upper), the sum over all transition densities is taken from their respective energy windows.
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Indeed, the structure of the local modifications induced by the
collectively coupled ensemble suggest a more direct and simple
interpretation of the observed effects in polaritonic chemistry.
As demonstrated for the scaling of the transition dipoles, the
cavity can polarize the ensemble within a certain frequency
window such that the perturbed dimers feel a strong local field.
This is not unlike local-field effects in solid state physics, and it
does not necessarily imply a quantum effect of the photon field.
In other words, it raises the question if also in polaritonic
chemistry, quantum mechanical effects play only a significant
role on a local scale, as suggested by recent experimental results
with classical plasmonic arrays,54 while classical physics takes
over on the larger scale. To shine further light on this pivotal
question, recently developed experimental techniques to
measure electromagnetic fields on an atomistic scale55 may
offer a promising tool.
Overall, our findings open the door to include a multitude of

quantum chemical concepts and methods into the polaritonic
chemistry context, which were successfully developed and
applied over the past decades. For example, one can give up our
initial dilute system assumptions and start to investigate more
realistic and complex chemical setups by including, for example
temperature, electron overlap, different orientations, solvent
effects, driving laser fields, and much more.56,57 This paves the
way to many novel discoveries and applications based on ab
initio polaritonic chemistry methods, all of which nurture the
hope that by collective strong coupling, unprecedented local
control of chemical processes may become within reach.
Aside from this, the observed collective sign change of the

local dipole transition moments opens novel ground for future
investigations. The collective sign flip implies that the light
matter coupling suddenly ceases to exist up to the first-order
expansion in λ. Hence, the system undergoes a collective phase
like transition at this point, which potentially triggers amultitude
of unique dynamic, radiative, and higher order coupling effects
that fundamentally alter polaritonic properties on an atomistic as
well as on a mesoscopic scale. This observation, in combination
with recently reported entropic58 and symmetry59 effects,
confirms the non-Markovian regime of polaritonic chemistry.
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